BHF-10

SOIL AMENDMENT & CONDITIONER

GENERAL INFORMATION:
When BHF-10 is applied at recommended rates to the soil, BHF-10 may aid in the uptake of micronutrients.

DIRECTIONS FOR USE:
BHF-10 is the most effectively applied through irrigation water. BHF-10 can be effectively applied through any irrigation system, including drip, micro-sprinkler, center pivot, furrow and flood. BHF-10 can also be sprayed directly on the soil surface preceding irrigation.

GENERAL SOIL RATES:
Apply 4 to 10 gallons of BHF-10 per acre two times during the crop cycle. Rates and application timing varies for specific crops and soil conditions. Contact the SOBEC INC. for specific recommendations.

MIX OR AGITATE BEFORE APPLYING PRODUCT

APPLICATION | RATE
---|---
Irrigation | 4 - 10 gpa

PRECAUTIONS:
KEEP OUT OF REACH OF CHILDREN
CAUTION: DO NOT INGEST. Wash hands after using product. If swallowed: call a poison control center or doctor for treatment advice. If in eyes: hold eye open and rinse slowly and gently with water. If on skin or clothing: take off contaminated clothing. Rinse skin immediately with plenty of water.

WARRANTIES & LIABILITIES:
The manufacturer guarantees that the contents and total amounts are, as stated, within lawful limits. Due to conditions beyond the control of the SOBEC, Inc., such as time, place and rate of application; weather conditions; dispensing equipment; storage facilities; etc., the warranty shall be limited to refund or purchase price or replacement of product. Such is expressly agreed to by the buyer and the exclusive sole remedy. In no event shall SOBEC Inc. be liable for indirect or consequential damages. The manufacturer warrants that this product consists of the specified ingredients listed on the label and is reasonably fit for the purpose stated when used in accordance with the directions under normal conditions of use. No one other than an officer of the SOBEC Inc. is authorized to make any other warranty or guarantee regarding this product.

Manufactured by:
Sobec, Inc.
6650 N. Locan - Clovis, CA 93619
(559)323-7973

_____Gallons / _____Liters/_____Bulk

Scan the QR code for product and safety information